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ABSTRACT

Some digital audio broadcasting systems, such as Satellite Digital Audio Radio Services (SDARS), transmit
many audio programs over the same transmission channel. Instead of splitting up the channel into fixed
bitrate subchannels, each carrying one audio program, one can dynamically distribute the channel capacity
among the audio programs. We describe an algorithm which implements this concept taking into account
statistics of the bitrate variation of audio coders and perception. The result is a dynamic distribution of
the channel capacity among the coders depending on the perceptual entropy of the individual programs.
This solution provides improved audio quality compared with fixed bitrate subchannels for the same total
transmission capacity. The proposed scheme is non-iterative and has a low computational complexity.

1 INTRODUCTION

Audio signals are usually non-stationary and have a
time-varying perceptual entropy [1]. When a percep-

tual audio coder, such as MPEG-2 AAC [2] or PAC
[3], encodes an audio signal at a transparent qual-
ity, i.e. with the quantization noise shaped in time
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and frequency such that it is just below the masked
threshold [4], then the bitrate varies from frame to
frame. Most broadcasting systems use a constant
bitrate transmission channel. To enable variable bi-
trate transmission over such a channel, the bitstream
is buffered and read from the buffer at a constant
rate. The buffer must be large enough to absorb the
variations in the bitrate. To avoid buffer overflow, a
buffer control scheme is needed to control the audio
coder. Buffer underflow is not a problem because it
can be prevented by simply injecting additional bits
into the bitstream.

Digital satellite radio [5] such as is being introduced
in the United States by Sirius and XM is broadcast-
ing a large number of radio programs (about 100)
through the same transmission channel.

Previous approaches for joint audio coding [6]
heuristically determine the bitrate for each frame of
each encoder as a function of the buffer level and
the bitrate of the audio coders at masked threshold.
Each encoder then uses an iterative algorithm (rate-
loop [7]) to encode the frame at the specified bitrate.
The main disadvantages of these algorithms are that
the perceived distortion is not explicitly controlled
and their high computational complexity due to the
need of a rate-loop.

The scheme we propose in this paper controls the
perceived distortion of each encoder explicitly by
minimizing the fluctuations of the used perceptual
distortion criterion. In our proposal we use the
noise-to-masked ratio (NMR) [8] which is commonly
used in most perceptual coders. An important ad-
ditional advantage of the proposed scheme is that it
does not require a rate-loop, which makes its com-
plexity lower than previous approaches.

In Section 2 we present the topology of the joint
coding scheme. Also, it is shown why joint coding
is better than encoding and transmitting radio pro-
grams separately. Section 3 presents a buffer control
scheme for joint coding based on statistics and con-
sidering perceived distortion [9]. Results are pre-
sented in Section 4. Section 5 draws conclusions
about the presented scheme and results.

2 TOPOLOGY OF THE JOINT CODING
SCHEME

AUDIO
ENCODERAUDIO IN

M[k]

BITSTREAM

D[k]

Fig. 1: The core of an audio encoder contains a variable

bitrate encoder without a bitrate or buffer constraint.

An audio encoder core, as shown in Fig. 1, contains
an audio encoder without bitrate control or buffer
control, e.g. a perceptual audio encoder without
a rate-loop. This core encodes each frame k with
quantization noise as determined by the perceptual
model and a perceptual distortion criterion D[k].
The distortion criterion D[k] determines how much
quantization noise is introduced above the masked
threshold. For D[k] = 0 frame k is encoded with
quantization noise just below the masked thresh-
old. For D[k] > 0 the quantization noise exceeds
the masked threshold and as a result fewer bits are
needed to encode the frame. However, the result-
ing audio quality will degrade for increasing values
of D[k]. Changing the value of D[k] is the most
common way to control the resulting bit rate. This
mechanism is also used for buffer control purposes
where the rate-loop determines D[k] in an iterative
manner for each frame.

Joint encoder with identical D[k] values
Figure 2 shows a joint encoder consisting of N iden-
tical audio encoders each using the same setting for
the distortion value D[k]. Having a common distor-
tion criterion is simpler than dealing with a separate
distortion criterion for each encoder. With one dis-
tortion criterion each encoder is treated equally and
all audio programs are encoded at the same quality.
The bitrate of each joint frame, M [k], is the sum of
the bitrates of the frames of the individual encoders
Mn[k] (n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}),

M [k] =
N∑

n=1

Mn[k] . (1)

Joint Encoder with different D[k] values
Sometimes it is desirable to transmit different audio
programs with different quality settings. For exam-
ple, a satellite radio operator may want to provide a
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Fig. 2: A joint encoder with identical audio encoders

for a similar coding quality for all audio programs. The

bitstreams of the N encoders are combined. The bitrate

of a joint frame is M [k]. A single common distortion

criterion is used.

number of high audio bandwidth stereo music pro-
grams and a number of mono news/talk programs
with a lower audio bandwidth. In such a scenario
an audio encoding algorithm is used with different
settings (distortion, audio bandwidth) for the differ-
ent programs. Even different encoding algorithms
may be used for the different kinds of programs. For
example, one could use a transform coder for the
high quality music channels and a parametric audio
coder for the news/talk channels.

A joint encoder with different audio coders operat-
ing at different qualities is shown in Fig. 3. The
perceptual distortion input of each encoder i is

(D[k] + si)ci , (2)

where the offset si determines the target amount of
distortion in relation to the other encoders. The fac-
tor ci is determined such that the relative perceptual
impact of D[k] on each encoder is the same. These
constants are determined in an empirical way by set-
ting D[k] = 0 and adjusting for each encoder si the
distortion such that the encoder provides the desired
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Fig. 3: A joint encoder with different distortion values

for the different audio programs. Possibly different audio

encoders can be combined. The constants ci and si (1 ≤
i ≤ N) are used to equalize the perceptual impact of

D[k] > 0.

audio quality. Then ci is determined such that all
encoders degrade perceptually equally as D[k] in-
creases at a global level.

Joint Encoder Buffer Control
Except for its multiple audio inputs the joint en-
coders of Figs. 2 and 3 are similar to a single au-
dio encoder core (Fig. 1). Therefore the buffer con-
trol of the joint encoder can be designed indepen-
dently of the number of audio encoders. In fact,
the scheme is very similar to the case of only one
encoder. A buffered joint encoding scheme with a
receiver is shown in Fig. 4. The joint frames of the
joint encoder are put into the FIFO joint buffer. A
buffer control scheme determines D[k] such that the
buffer level does not overflow. Buffer underflow is
not a problem because it can be easily prevented
by padding additional (non-used) bits to the frame
when underflow would occur. The bits in the joint
buffer are transmitted to the receiver with a con-
stant bitrate NRd. Once a joint frame arrives at
the receiver the bits of the radio program P , which
is being played back, are extracted and placed into
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Fig. 4: The scheme of the joint encoder with buffer con-

trol is similar to a single coder with buffer control. The

bitstream parser at the receiver extracts the bitstream

of a specific radio program P .

the decoder buffer by the program parser.

Compared to a single audio coder the statistics of
the momentary joint bitrates M [k] are much more
favorable. If we assume that the momentary bitrates
of the single audio coders Mn[k] (n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N})
are random variables with means mi = m and stan-
dard deviations σn = σ then the standard deviation
of the joint bitrate M [k] (1) is

√
Nσ. If the average

bitrate available for one audio coder is Rd, then the
average bitrate available for the N audio coders is
NRd. The standard deviation of the bitrate normal-
ized to the desired bitrate Rd for a single audio coder
is σ/Rd, whereas the standard deviation of the joint
encoder, normalized with the available total bitrate
NRd, is reduced to σ/(

√
NRd). Moreover, in case

the mean bitrates mn of the audio coders are not the
same, there is still a significant reduction in the nor-
malized standard deviation for the joint encoder. As
a result the joint buffer can be either much smaller
than N times the buffer-size of a single audio coder
for the same performance, or much better perfor-
mance can be achieved with the same corresponding
buffer sizes.

Another important advantage of joint coding is that
the different audio coders can operate at different
average bitrates according to how demanding their
audio inputs are. This reduces significantly the vari-
ations in quality as a function of the input audio
material. This is illustrated in Section 4 by compar-
ing joint coding to encoding and transmitting radio
programs separately.

3 STATISTICAL BUFFER CONTROL

In the scheme shown in Fig. 4, at each time k, the
M [k] bits of the encoded joint frame are put into a
FIFO (first-in-first-out) joint buffer while NRd bits
are removed from the joint buffer by the constant
bitrate transmission channel. The number of data
bits in the joint buffer can be expressed iteratively
as

l[k] = l[k − 1] + M [k] − NRd, (3)

with the initial buffer level equal to the target buffer
level, l[0] = ld bits. The task of the buffer control
scheme is to monitor the buffer level l[k] and in-
fluence the encoding process to make sure the joint
buffer does not overflow.

The buffer control scheme we are using is based on
the statistical approach presented in [9]. The aim
is to vary D[k] as little as possible over time. If no
additional delay is allowed for the joint encoding,
only frames k, k − 1, k − 2, . . . are available at time
k. At each time k the average bitrate estimated with
D[k] constant within the estimation window w[i] is

fk(d) =
k∑

i=k−W+1

w[i]M [i]|D[k]=d , (4)

where w[i] has a time span of W joint frames. We
use a simple rectangular estimation window. The bi-
trate is estimated for a constant distortion D[k] = d
because the aim is to operate the joint encoder while
varying D[k] as little as possible. The resulting bi-
trate estimations are valid for the scenario we are
aiming at (constant distortion). Figure 5 shows
schematically the function fk(d). If each joint frame
is encoded with a distortion such that the estimated
average bitrate is equal to the desired bitrate NRd,

D[k] = f−1
k (NRd) , (5)

then the expected long-term average bitrate of the
joint encoder is equal to the desired bitrate.

Next we show why encoding the joint frames accord-
ing to (5) does not prevent buffer overflow. If we as-
sume that the difference between the frame bitrate
and the desired average bitrate,

eM [k] = M [k]|DNRd
[k] − NRd , (6)
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d

NRd

fk(d)

Fig. 5: The function fk(d) and the point at which the

estimated average bitrate is equal to the desired bitrate

NRd.

is an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variable with a variance of σ2

M , then the
buffer level (3) is the sum of k i.i.d. random variables
with a total variance of kσ2

M . Because the variance is
increasing linearly as a function of time k the buffer
will overflow, no matter how large it is, as k goes to
infinity.

To operate the joint encoder such that the variance
of the buffer level has an upper bound the distortion
for each joint frame D[k] is chosen such that the
estimated average bitrate fk(d) (4) is equal to

RBC [k] = NRd − l[k − 1] − ld
L

, (7)

where L determines how much the coding process
is influenced by the buffer level. The subscript BC

stands for buffer control denoting that with the bi-
trate RBC [k] buffer control is taken into account.

The corresponding distortion is

D[k] = f−1
k (RBC [k]) . (8)

Each joint frame has an expected bitrate of RBC [k]
instead of the desired bitrate NRd. Thus, the buffer
level is statistically driven to the desired buffer level
ld with a time constant of LT seconds, where T is
the duration of one frame in seconds. For our exper-
iments with a joint encoder with 20 audio coders we
chose L = 250. With such a large L the distortion
D[k] is virtually identical for (5) and (8) except that
(8) prevents the buffer level to drift away from its
desired level ld. Figure 6 shows schematically the
function fk(d) (4) and the point at which a joint

NRd -
l[k-1]-ld

L

fk(d)

d

Fig. 6: The function fk(d) and the point at which the

joint frame is encoded.

frame is encoded. Figure 6 is the same as Fig. 5 ex-
cept that the bitrate on the y-axis is chosen slightly
differently.

Next we show that when the joint encoder is op-
erated with distortions according to (8), the mean
of the buffer level E{l[k]} is ld and its variance
E{(l[k] − ld)2} is upper bounded by

σ2
e

1
1 − (1 − 1

L )2
, (9)

where σ2
e is E{e2[k]} with

e[k] = M [k] − (NRd − l[k − 1] − ld
L

). (10)

The variable e[k] is the difference between the frame
bitrate and RBC [k] (7) and is assumed to be i.i.d.
with zero mean. For the derivation of the mean
E{l[k]} and the bound for the variance (9), let us
re-write the buffer level (3) with (10) as

l[k] = 1 − 1
L

l[k − 1] +
1
L

ld + e[k] . (11)

With an initial buffer level of l[0] = ld and the first
joint frame to be encoded k = 1, (11) can be written
non-iteratively is

l[k] = ld +
k∑

i=1

e[i](1 − 1
L

)k−i . (12)

Considering that e[k] has zero mean yields

E{l[k]} = ld , (13)
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and the variance as a function of k is

E{(l[k] − ld)2} =
k∑

i=1

σ2
e(1 − 1

L
)2(k−i) . (14)

Given (14) one can easily show that the variance of
the buffer level converges to the value given in (9).

Efficient Implementation
In this section, we describe a scheme for efficient

implementation of the proposed joint encoder. For
each joint frame k, the buffer control scheme needs to
determine f−1(RBC [k])(7). This is accomplished by
approximating the function fk(d) via linear interpo-
lation between a set of discrete points. The discrete
points are obtained by computing the estimated bi-
trates {Ri[k] = fk(Di)} given a set of predefined
distortions {Di} (4),

Ri[k] =
k∑

i=k−W+1

w[i]M [i]|Di , (15)

with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I}. Figure 7 shows an example of
the approximation of fk(d) given the discrete points
(Ri, Di). Joint frame k is encoded with a distortion
as given by (8) using the estimation of fk(d).

d
Di

Ri

fk(d)

Fig. 7: The function fk(d) is approximated by interpo-

lating linearly between a few discrete points.

Each audio encoder encodes each frame I times in
order to estimate fk(d). Additionally, each frame
is then encoded with a distortion as given in (8).
Therefore, the number of coding iterations each au-
dio coder needs to carry out for encoding one frame
is

I + 1 . (16)
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Fig. 8: The function fk(d) for different frames in
different audio clips for PAC.

For PAC, the function fk(d) plotted for different
frames k within different audio signals is shown in
Fig. 8. It can be seen that the function fk(d) can
be accurately approximated with a straight line with
a time-invariant slope q within the range of opera-
tion used. For a joint encoder with any number of N
PACs this function can be similarly modeled. There-
fore, fk(d) can be approximated by just computing
one point (D1, R1[k]),

fk(d) ≈ q(d − D1) + R1[k] . (17)

As a result the PAC encoder needs only to carry out
2 iterations per frame (Eq. 16 with I = 1). The
presented scheme is significantly less complex than
a joint encoder based on traditional rate-loops which
usually require more coding iterations.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We compared the performance of a single PAC au-
dio coder with a statistical buffer control scheme as
described in [9] to a joint encoder with 20 PAC au-
dio coders operating with the same audio quality
(Fig. 2). We compiled 20 different audio programs
by concatenating about 30 music and speech clips in
random order for each program. The total length of
each of the resulting audio programs was about 13
minutes. The 20 audio programs were encoded with
the PAC based joint encoder and one audio program
was encoded with a stand-alone PAC coder.
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The top graph of Fig. 9 shows the distortion D[k]
as a function of time for the single and joint en-
coder. As can be seen in the Fig. 9 the variation
in the distortion of the joint encoder is significantly
smaller. Additionally, the distortion of the joint en-
coder stays on average much closer to the masked
threshold (D[k] = 0). The single audio coder fre-
quently encodes with quantization noise significantly
below or above the masked threshold. When the
quantization noise is below the masked threshold
(D[k] < 0) bits are wasted in the sense that more
quantization noise could be tolerated. When the
quantization noise is above the masked threshold,
the encoded audio will be impaired.

The bottom of Fig. 9 shows the bitrate of one spe-
cific PAC in the joint encoder. The specific encoder
shown encoded the same audio program as the single
audio coder. One can see that where the single audio
coder is introducing high amounts of quantization
noise (top of Fig. 9) the joint coding scheme gives a
higher bitrate to the specific coder and thus prevents
excessive amounts of quantization noise. This cor-
respondence becomes apparent when comparing the
distortion D[k] of the single PAC (top of Fig. 9) with
the bitrate of the PAC within the joint encoder (bot-
tom of Fig. 9). These curves are clearly correlated.
As a result of this, dependence of the audio quality
on the audio material is greatly reduced. For the
joint encoder the quality difference of encoded high-
demand and low-demand audio clips is much smaller
than for a single audio coder.

Figure 10 shows a closeup of the variations in dis-
tortion D[k] for the single and joint encoder. The
distortion of the joint encoder is much more smooth
in time because the normalized standard deviation
of the bitrate of the joint frames is much smaller
than that of frames of a single audio coder. As a
result the perceived quality of the joint encoder will
be much more consistent over time.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A new concept for joint coding of different audio
programs has been introduced. The scheme is con-
trolled by a perceptual distortion criterion common
to all audio coders within the joint encoder. There-
fore, the buffer control affects all coders perceptually
equally as opposed to having heuristically occurring
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TIME (SECONDS)

D
[k

]

1 CODER  
20 CODERS

Fig. 10: Short-term variations of the perceptual dis-
tortion D[k] for a single audio coder and an audio
coder within the joint encoder encoding the same
audio material.

stronger degradations on some coders than others.
As a result the presented scheme has a more con-
sistent quality among the different radio programs.
Also, the variation in the quality over time is re-
duced. This is different to previous schemes which
merely distribute bits among the coders without ex-
plicit control over the perceptual impact of the buffer
control.

The presented joint coding scheme has a significantly
lower complexity than previous schemes which de-
pend on a separate iterative rate-loop for each au-
dio coder. The low complexity made it possible to
implement a real-time joint encoding system on low-
cost DSP processors.
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